 
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Resume USS Andromeda "The Infinity Gambit' Part Three 10801.27
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: Both Landing Parties Materialize on the Planet surfaces on Proxima Alpha One and Two
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
@Scene: The Landing Site on Proxima Alpha One is a typical archeological dig site it has a compound and various buildings
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CMO:  Sierra, I suggest we head back to the bridge to begin preliminary scans.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
$Scene: Proxima Alpha 2 is sited in a deep jungle there are no campsites and there is dense vegetation a large Mayan type temple looms in the distance amongst old stone ruins of a cilvilation long dead
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Looks at her husband as if he has lost his mind::  CO: And why is that?  Why have you changed your mind about the away mission?
XO_Lt_Conor says:
@::flips open a tricorder and beings scanning the area::
TO_Lt_Knight says:
@::Looks around the site with tricorder deployed.::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
@ The archeological dig consists of various some 50 skeletons in the area
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CMO:  Well, how about what had happened to me, and what has happened to you for starters.
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
CO: You look fine to me.  And as for myself, nothing has happened that I know of.
TO_Lt_Knight says:
@::Kneels down and takes a visual scan of  a nondescript metallic shard.::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
@ There is a main generator room and a commutation facility where the automated distress call came from
XO_Lt_Conor says:
@OPS/TO: Spread out and start scanning the area
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
@ There are barracks for living quarters
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
@ The main generator is still on automatic
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
@XO: This is a very ugly sight.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::looks enigmatically at his wife::  CMO:  You're playing with me, right Sierra?  ::walks with Sierra back to the TL::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Glancing back a moment, sighs.::  CO: I am playing with you?  On duty?  Not likely.
TO_Lt_Knight says:
@::Does as the XO says and continues around towards the main generator.::
 
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::is now sensing complete confusion and worry from Sierra as they both step into the TL::  CMO:  You mean, you don't remember being pregnant with our twins?
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$::Looking around, scanning the environment::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
CO: Of course I remember being pregnant.  It is not something easy to forget.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
$ The environment of Alpha Proxima 2 is jungle covered there is a large stone temple at the center of ruins
TO_Lt_Knight says:
@::Peers about the outside of the generator building. Moves the tricorder around the walls of the building.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CMO:  So then tell me......one minute you were just under a month to give birth, and now it appears you're not even pregnant.  Can you explain that one.  ::requests the bridge::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: amends with a touch of wryness::  CO: Well, some of it is, which is a good thing for humanoids or we would die out as a species.
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
<switch CMO & CO>
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
@ The generator is putting out power normally, the TO encounters a badly decomposed skeleton in a Federation Scientist uniform
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$::Walks towards the temple::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Steps close to him and lightly touches his forehead::  CO: Because you have lost track of time?  The twins turn one year old in a month.
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$CTO: This is a somewhat strange sight.
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$CTO: We scanned that there were no human lifeforms on this planet and yet we have all the ruins here.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
@CTO: Can we figure out how they died
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$::Walking towards the temple::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
$ The CSO and the CTO view alot of stone Mayan ruins, there appears to be a very large circle of stones in front of the temple entrance with a symbol on it, the circle is about 200 feet in diameter
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$CSO: Extinction isn't all that uncommon, but I agree that this particular instance defies explanation.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CMO:  They're WHAT?  No, no, no.....that can't be.  Something is definitely wrong here.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
<cto = to>
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
CPU: Computer, stop the lift.  Take us to deck 2.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
$ The CTO and the CSO come to the edge of the circle of ruins
TO_Lt_Knight says:
@::Kneels down and does a forensic study of the body in front of him.:: XO: I'm doin' forensics on a body now, sir. We'll see in a moment or so.
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$::Scanning the age of ruins and trying to find how long ago the people stopped using the temple::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: As the lift stops, she takes his hand and heads for their quarters, not even trying to hide her worry.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CMO:  I don't think this is the time to be heading to our quarters Sierra.  We need to find out what's going on.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$CSO: Can you get any scans of the temple's interior?
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
$ The CSO is able to determine based on vegetation growth that about 2000 years have passed since life was here
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Shakes her head and leads him into their quarters where the twins are in the playpen with their nanny in the kitchen.::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
@OPS: Go find a computer terminal and see if there is anything interesting in the logs
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
$ The temple reflects scans, the walkway into the temple is through the circle of ruins with the symbol at the center
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Audibly sighs in relief to see everything as she had left it.  He had her worried.::
TO_Lt_Knight says:
@XO: I can't determine the cause of death, but this body's badly  decomposed, as if it's been here for quite some time.
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Lays a hand on Niýol as he puts his head under her hand.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::walks over to the playpen::  CMO:  Do you want to tell me how in the name of Betazed I missed a whole year of my life?
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
@ The wind whistles though the archeological dig on Proxima Alpha one stirring up various weeds and carring along sounds from the jungle
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$CTO: People left this site about 2000 years ago.
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: joins him, bending down to pick up Brianna who is reaching for her.::  CO:  Love, I have no idea.  I will need to runs some tests.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
@::Walks over to the barracks in search of a computer terminal::
TO_Lt_Knight says:
@XO:Aye, sir. ::Heads over to the communications building to tap into the dig logs.::
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$::Goes inside temple ruins to do more scans::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$CSO: Wait.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
@ All computer terminals in the barracks are open
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CMO:  You're certainly going about this nonchalantly.  Don't you think there's something wrong here?
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$::Halts, knowing it was a tactical officer telling him to stop::
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$::Carefully turns around to look at CTO::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$CSO: Entering the temple seems too dangerous an idea right now. That it blocks scans probably means that it blocks communications with the outside.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
$ Action: As the CSO steps into the Circle he vanishes
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$::Stops speaking mid-sentence as the CSO takes one step too far and disappears::
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$::All too late...::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: The CSO appears in a jungle with no idea where he is
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Shifts her daughter to her other hip:: CO: I would hardly call my response nonchalant.  However, we need to go run some checks as the captains health has priority over the people on the planet.
TO_Lt_Knight says:
@::Scans the room with the tricorder, looking for any evidence of weapons fire, radiation, or anything that resembles  some sort of attack.::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$::Pulls out his tricorder and tries to find anything strange in the area, starting with local time-space structure::
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$::Very confused, checking that his all body parts are still with the rest of the body::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CMO:  NOW you're talking as a wife and a CMO.  Let's get to it.
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$::Then goes check that his equipment is intact::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
$ The CTO does not register any naturally occurring anomalies or scientific explanations but the symbol glowed when the CSO entered
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: All of the CSO's equipment is with him and he is fine he is just in the jungle
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$*CTO* This is Ensign Bogbinder calling Commander Senek. Please come in.
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Hands Brianna over to her nanny as she comes into the living room, leans down to kiss Brenden and then follows her husband out the door.::  CO: I am not sure I see how I was not before.  I was trying to ease your mind about our children.  Braeden by the way is in school. :: steps into the lift::  Now, what is the last thing you remember.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: The CTO does not receive the CSO
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$*Andromeda* Senek here. I've lost contact with the CSO. He took a step into the temple we're investigating and disappeared.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::hears the comm::  *CTO*:  Keep your distance from the temple.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
@There is no sign of weapons fire at the base camp
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$::Trying to scan what year it is, compared to the scans when he arrived on the planet::
TO_Lt_Knight says:
@XO: Doesn't look like there was any sort o' struggle. Far as I can tell, by the shape of the equipment 'ere, the team just died.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: $ The CSO is still in the same time
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$*CO* I have no intention to step in.
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
::quietly:: CO: What temple are they investigating?
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*XO*:  Mr. Power, our priorities have changed.  Seems our CSO has vanished in the temple on Proxima Alpha 2.  I want your team transported over to investigate.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$*CO* My tricorder doesn't register any subspace or other anomalies at the site.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: The CSO disappeared when he stepped in the ring of stones with the symbol in the middle , the ring is in front of the temple door
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$::Using the stars and planetary bodies as coordinates, tries to locate how far away he was taken::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CMO:  One of the Mayan temples on Proxima Alpha 2.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
@*CO* Aye captain
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: The CSO is still in the same solar system
TO_Lt_Knight says:
@Self: Curiosity an' the cat, all over again.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$*CO* I'm at loss to explain the vanishing. Maybe the ship's sensors could find something relevant here?
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Steps back from him, a visible frown on her face::  CO: Why are we back at Proxima Alpha 2?
XO_Lt_Conor says:
@TO: We have to beam over to the other planet ::signals the Andromeda::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CMO:  Last I remember was leaving you in charge of the bridge because of your condition.  Then, as you got into the TL, you were no longer with children.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
@There are 50 skeletons littered around the campsite
TO_Lt_Knight says:
@XO: Aye.::Stands near the XO for transport.::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: After suppressing his panic and disorientation the CSO discovers that he is actually on Proxima Alpha 1
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
@::Somewhat confused realising he is now on another planet::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: stares at him as the lift doors open.  She does not step out.:: CO: That was a year ago!  We long since finished in that area and are currently on assignment to check out an unusual plague that has hit Garest IV... which I was heading down to, to lead the medical operation.
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
@*Everywhere*: This is Ensign Bogbinder calling all Starfleet officers. Please come in.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::thinks to himself::  CMO:  Perhaps I'm not the only one who should be checked out.  I suggest we get to sickbay immediately.
TO_Lt_Knight says:
$::Rematerializes next to the XO and checks the security of their position.::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: Incoming transmission from CSO to the Andromeda he is broadcasting from Proxima Alpha One at the edge actually of the base camp in a jungle
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: nods and steps out into the hallway and then heads for the double glass doors of her domain.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::looks a bit confused::  *CSO*:  Ensign?
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$::Sees the other team materializing::
 .
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*CSO*:  What is your current location?
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: Ship sensors detecting CSO on Proxima Alpha One
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
@*CO*: Captain, I was somehow transported to Proxima Alpha 1 when I was walking in Proxima Alpha 2, looking at the temple ruins.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$XO: Good to see you.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::sighs::  CMO:  Just what is going on here?
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
@*CO*: I request that I am beamed away from my current location in the jungle, sir.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: The CSO emerges from the brush onto the campsite
 
TO_Lt_Knight says:
$::Stands at ease as the CTO approaches them.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*CSO*:  Stand by for transport to where the others are.......back on Proxima Alpha 2.
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
@::Suddenly realizes he is looking at a base camp, even more confused::
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: Looks around to see the CMO and almost does a double take.::  CMO: Doctor... what has happened?  :: Grabs her medical recorder and steps closer.::
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
@*CO*: Aye, sir.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
$CTO: I see we had a missing person
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: lifts a brow:: CIV: I am fine.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: The CSO realizes as he moved that he was standing in a circle with the same symbol at the center which was on Proxima alpha 2
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
CMO: But... :: waves her hand at the doctors missing bulge::  Your babies...
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*XO*:  Lt., somehow the CSO was transported over to Proxima Alpha 1.  I'm having him transported back to your position.  I need you to do a thorough investigation of that temple.  But do not enter it.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$XO: Yes. Bogbinder took a step into that circle at the temple and vanished. ::Points to the temple's entrace and the circle::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
$CO: Understood
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
CIV: Are fine.  You helped to deliver them along with the captain who you almost kicked out during the birthing.
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: Scanning, she simply shakes her head::  CMO: I have no memory of that.  Will you please lie down on the table, I want to verify something.
TO_Lt_Knight says:
XO: That might be a clue to our little mystery, sir.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
$Action: The circle in front of the temple remains with the pathway into the temple, there is a door into the temple at the far end of the circle
TO_Lt_Knight says:
<add $ to last line>
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: With a look at her husband, she follows and lies down on one of the biobeds.::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
$All: It appears we have a transporter that links the two temples, I want scans of this entire area
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CIV/CMO:  Right now, I don't think it's me that has something wrong with him.  I want you to do a fully scan of Sierra here.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$XO: Did you find anything that could possibly explain this? I couldn't find even the slightest disruption of normal spacetime here.
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: Nods as she begins the initial scans::  CO: There is evidence of a pregnancy, probably a year ago.  Physically she is fully healed....
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$::Materializes on Proxima Alpha 2, reunited with the team::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
$CTO: Nothing appeared on the tricorder so I’m baffled
TO_Lt_Knight says:
$XO: Scans commin' right up, sir. ::Heads over to the area and scans the immediate vicinity of the strange circle.::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: half listening, tests her memories and finds them a bit foggy, but there.  She fully remembers the twins birth and the situation surrounding it along with other facts over the year.  Missions and names appear to be a bit fuzzy.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CIV:  Yes, and we have two healthy twins in our quarters.  But I have no recollection of any birth.
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$XO/CTO: I am alright, I guess.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
$ Scene: Stepping into the circle apparently triggers the gate
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: reaches over to tap in a few commands and with a frown, looks up.::  CO: Scans show she is prefectly healthy and has aged approximately one year since her last physical.
TO_Lt_Knight says:
$::Scns for any devices or energy generators near the "gateway".::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
CO/CIV: She is right here.  :: sits up.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CIV:  Any ideas of how that could have happened?
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
$ Action: All the overgrown vegetation is burned away now that the gate was activated the entire circle is now clean
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$::Looking at the circle again::
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
CO: Beyond normal ageing, none at all, captain.  Obviously, if you saw your healthy twin children, she is not the only one that was affected... by whatever caused this.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
@Action: All the overgrown vegetation at the receiving site on PA 1 has burned away in that circle
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CMO:  I know you are.  Please just let us try to figure out what's going on here.
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
CO: I have meories of the year.
 
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$XO: The symbol on this planet is the same as on the other planet.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$::Walks to the edge of the circle, careful not to step too far and tries to scan it again::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CMO:  And if you do, why is it that both myself and the CIV do not?
 
XO_Lt_Conor says:
$::picks up a stone and throws it into the portal::
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$XO: Stepping inside that circle took me to the other planet.
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$::Rambling somewhat incoherently, still mildly shocked about the entire thing::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Looks from one to the other::  CO: I am not quite certain... obviously time here is involved.  Perhaps... I and all those in our quarters have gone back into time?
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
$ Action: The symbol is inactive and appears to be made of stone
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CMO:  Back into time?  I would think you all went forward in time.
TO_Lt_Knight says:
$All: There doesn't seem to be anything resembling' technology as we know it, but that doesn't mean that there's no technology at work 'ere. I might  even say 'twas magic.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
$Action: The CTO with a significant vulcan education and knowledge believe the symbol is the symbol for "Space"
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Looks over at CIV and then back at her husband::  CO: No... I have gone back as a year has passed for me.  And I am wondering, if the me, a year younger, is now in the future... if we passed... or if time for me went forward and for you and the others stayed still... but that does not make sense, because I remember you when Brianna <c>
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$TO: The inhabitants of this place aren't supposed to have been very advanced. They shouldn't have been able to construct devices that'd seem magical to us.
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
<c> took her first step.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CMO/CIV:  I suggest we start scanning for anomalies.  Anything that could explain this time difference with Sierra.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
@Action: Andromeda sensors detect another circle like the one on Proxima Alpha Two in front of the Proxima Alpha One temple with a different symbol in it
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
CIV: Aye, captain.
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Knowing full well the look on her husbands face as well as that tone of voice, she lies back down.::
TO_Lt_Knight says:
$CTO: Magic's hard to explain. Some of the most ancient an' primitive cultures on Earth knew things that could be described as magic, even to more advanced people. I have a friend who's an Aboriginie. His people have a lot of customs steeped in mysticism, mate.
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: Begins to run a barrage of tests.::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$::Stares at the symbol at the center of the symbol, thinking of why it looks familiar::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CIV:  I don't think Sierra is in any danger at the moment.  Shall we head to the bridge?
XO_Lt_Conor says:
$All: I'd like a more definite answer though so lets test it ::walks into portal::
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
CIV: If you will give me but a moment more, I will finish taking some samples and readings to begin diagnosis upon.
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Gives Storm the time she needs, knowing full well what the tests will be.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CIV:  Acknowledged.  I'll check in with the AT.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: The XO appears on Proxmia Alpha One
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$TO: Superstitious traditions often take facts and interpret them in their own framework. Sometimes they produce a good approximation of reality. That doesn't mean that a systematic approach couldn't reveal the same with greater efficiency.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*XO*:  Lt., report!
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$All: I think it's reasonable to conclude that the symbol in the circle signifies space.
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: Quickly completes the quick and obvious tests and after a moment, motions one of the nurse over to hand her samples for further sample.::
TO_Lt_Knight says:
$CTO: Then again, who's to say that these ancient people didn't  have help. Turin' the late 20th an' early 21st Centuries on earth, people thought the Egyptians an' Mayans were visited by aliens.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
@*CO* We're testing something sir ::Steps back into portal::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: As Storm finishes, she sits back up and slides off the table, listening to the reports.::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: As the XO appears on Proxima Alpha one, he notices that vegetation has burned away and there are a total of 4 symbols on Proxima Alpha One which are receiving sites
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: Each receiving site has a different symbol, the symbol on the temple of Proxima Alpha One is "Time"
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$TO: That sounds like a reasonable hypothesis on what we have here.
 
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
CO: Captain, again, initial findings show that Dr. Knight-Sky is as she should be.  There are no anomolies, no chronotomes, she is as she should be... with an extra year on her from us.
TO_Lt_Knight says:
$CTO: Even among your people, something's aren't easily explained by science or logic, mate. As it was said, "There are more things on Heaven an' Earth than are dreamed of in your philosophy."
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: People can now move between Promia Allpha one and 2 at will by stepping on the symbol
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
CO: Further tests can be completed without me.
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: nods::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$TO: That explanations don't exist yet doesn't mean they won't exist in the future. I'm not saying that science is complete or anything like that.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CIV:  So that tells me that she somehow passed through an anomaly or perhaps a fissure in time.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$XO: So at least we now know what it does.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$CSO: Are we any closer to explaining this yet?
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
CO: Perhaps, but there is no evidence to suggest that.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CMO:  Yes, they can Sierra.  We're going to head up to the bridge.
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$CTO: Well, obviously we know that we have some kind of transport gates here and we know something of the symbols.
TO_Lt_Knight says:
$::Steps towards the symbol and looks back at the CTO.:: CTO: II know what ya meant, but sometimes to learn, one must do. ::Steps onto the symbol .::
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$CTO: We really need to research on the people here and especially how these gates were designed.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
$All: Did we get any decent scans from that?
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: As she follows him::  CO: Correct me if I am wrong, but a year ago, well a year for me, were you not mentioning you had suddenly become old?  Felt and looked it?
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$CSO: I have to say I'm completely mystified. I have now idea on how to start.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: After some hard work the team discovers that each symbol's meaning
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$CTO: These gates must have some mechanism that operates them.
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$CTO: For one, they need energy and that energy must come somewhere.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: The Sign on the temple is "Time"
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CMO:  Yes I did.  What are you getting at?
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: The Sign on Proxima Alpha 2 is "Space"
TO_Lt_Knight says:
$::Sits on a rack, compiling the data that the team's learned.::
TO_Lt_Knight says:
<edit: rack to rock>
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
CO: When you were 'old'.  Was that before or after I arrived to check you out?
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: The other receiving signs on the Capitol with undiscovered temples are: "The Soul", "Power" and "The Mind"
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CMO:  It was before you arrived to check me out.  When I had the pain is when I called you to check me out.
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$::Trying to analyze the gates from outside, trying to locate some kind of power sources::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: Each symbol will be on a different world
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
<Edit. Each Symbol will have its temple on a different world
TO_Lt_Knight says:
$CSO: The symbols appear to denote words that correspond to "truths" of existence. At least, that's how Dex would say it.
 
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
CO: And I found nothing wrong with you when I arrived.  Sooo... where you had aged, it was only for a short moment and then you were 'normal'.  Moments after leaving your office, a year has passed for me, but I have not returned to 'normal'.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
$Action: There is a keyhole on the door of the temple on Proxima Alpha 2
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
$Action: There is no keyhole on the temple of Proxima Alpha 1
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
$TO: They seem to have some philosophical or religious meanings.
TO_Lt_Knight says:
$CSO: I know some blokes that'd have a feild day out 'ere.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CMO:  Yes.  So we need to find answers as to why you haven't.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$CSO: The philosophic inclinations of the builders don't seem to bring light to the mechanisms that are operating here.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Pause USS Andromeda "The Infinity Gambit" 10801.27
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